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Theory of Photoconductivity in Semiconductor Films
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Photoconductive films of the lead salt family are composed of a system of crystallites separated by
intercrystalline barriers. The crystallites are lead salts while the intercrystalline barriers are an oxide of
lead or of the lead salt. Space charge regions are present at the surface of the crystallites. The lifetime of
hole-electron pairs is determined in part by surface states while the resistivity is strongly affected by inter-
crystalline barriers.

We analyze a model which incorporates the above characteristics of a photoconductive film, except for
the space charge effects. It is assumed that the primary photoeffect is absorption of light and production
of hole-electron pairs in the crystallftes. The change in conductivity results from a change in majority
carrier density in the crystallites, and from reduction of intercrystalline barrier potentials.

Equations are developed for the response to radiation, for the noise, and for the limit of sensitivity of
the detector. These expressions contain familiar semiconductor parameters, and a new parameter which
characterizes the relative importance of the change in carrier density as compared to the change in barrier
potential. No attempt is made to calculate the parameters, but measurements necessary for their evaluation
are briefly discussed. This permits a prediction of numerical values for responsivity, noise, and sensitivity
which can be compared with experiment.
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FIG. 1. (a) Pictorial representation of a polycrystalline film.

(b) Circuit for measuring the specific responsivity as given by
Eq. (27) and the specific noise as given by Eq. (61).
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I. INTRODUCTION
'

QHOTOCONDUCTIVE films of the lead salt family
(PbS, PbSe, PbTe) are composed of a system of

crystallites separated by intercrystalline barriers. The
crystallites are lead salts while the intercrystalline
barriers are oxides of lead or lead salts. The crystallites
are about 0.1 to 1 micron on a side D„Fig. 1(a)j and
the width of the intercrystalline barrier is about 5 to 20
angstroms Lls, Fig. 1(a)].' Space charge regions are
present at the surface of the crystallites. ' ' The lifetime
of hole-electron pairs is determined in part by surface
states, while the resistivity is strongly aGected by
intercrystalline barriers.

Previous theories4 of photoconductivity in films of
PbS and related semiconductors can be grouped into
three classes, differing in the aspect of the 61m con-
sidered most important. The simplest model focuses
attention on the crystallites and assumes the change in
conductivity to arise from a change in the density of
carriers in the crystallites. ' The role of intercrystalline
barriers and space charge regions is neglected.

In a second class, emphasis is placed on the space
charge regions in the crystallites'; the oxide inter-
crystalline barriers are neglected. Evaporated lead
salt films are initially e-type and exposure to oxygen
converts them to p-type. It is postulated that this
produces a series of p-ts junctions, to which properties
of the Aim are ascribed. The most complete analyses of
this model are that recently reported by Slater' and
that of Rittner. ' The latter also considers the limit-
ing case of heavy oxidation. This results in a large
quasi-intrinsic region in the crystallites and the photo-
conductive behavior is then characteristic of an in-
trinsic semiconductor. ' In both of the above classes
the fundamental absorption process is assumed to be an
intrinsic electron transition in the crystallites.

A third model focuses attention on the oxide-inter-
crystalline barriers, where the absorption is assumed
to take place. ' The change in resistance is related to the
change in barrier potential, which depends on the charge
density at the barriers. However, agreement now
exists between the long wavelength photoconductive

For a review of photoconductivity and extensive bibliographies
see: T. S. Moss, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 43, 1869 (1955); R. A.
Smith, Advances in Physics 2, 321 (1953); and T. S. Moss,
Photoconduck'sty (Butterworths Scientific Publications, London,
1952).

'A. von Hippel and E. S. Rittner, J. Chem. Phys. 14, 370
(1946};O. Simpson and G. B.B.M. Sutherland, Trans. Roy. Soc.
(London) A243, 547 (1950—1951}.Also see reference 4 for addi-
tional references.' A. F. Gibson, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 864, 603 (1951}.
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edge in PbS films and the intrinsic energy gap of PbS
crystals as shown by Scanlon's Hall data~ and Smith's
reinterpretation of optical absorption data. ' This indi-
cates that the absorption takes place in the crystallites,
rather than in the barriers; thus ruling out this model.

In this paper we develop a model which combines
features of the first and third classes. We assume that
the primary photoeGect is absorption of light and
production of hole-electron pairs in the lead salt
crystallites. Amplification sects due to possible changes
in the oxide-intercrystalline barrier potentials are in-
cluded in the formulation, but space charge regions
within the crystallites are neglected.

The current is assumed to be carried by majority
carriers. This does not mean that the minority carrier
is unimportant in the basic mechanism of photoconduc-
tivity; on the contrary, recent experimental and
theoretical work indicates that it is a trapping of
minority carriers that increases the lifetime of the
majority carriers. ' But the direct contribution of the
minority carrier to the current is assumed negligible.

We develop equations for the response to low level
radiation and for the noise. These results are combined
into an expression for the limit of sensitivity of the
detector. Our resulting expressions contain familiar
semiconductor parameters, and a new parameter which
characterizes the relative importance of the change in
carrier density as compared to changes in barrier
potential. No attempt is made to calculate the param-
eters, but measurements necessary for their evaluation
are briefly discussed.

The model was developed with the lead salt family of
photoconductors in mind, but may well be applicable
to a wider class of semiconducting films. PbS has
received more attention than any other photoconductive
film and therefore is referred to for data and examples
throughout.

II. DEFINITION OF THE MACROSCOPIC
CONDUCTIVITY AND HALL COEFFI-

CIENT OF A FILM

The observable properties of a photoconductive film
are a result of the average properties of many crystal-
lites; there being some 108 crystallites per square
centimeter of film area. It would be cumbersome to
indicate by symbols an average over the many crystal-
lites because we later need to denote time averages as
well. Thus we shall not specifically denote averages
over the crystallites but wish to emphasize that all

r W. W. Scanlon, Phys. Rev. 92, 1573 (1953).
8R. A. Smith, Physica 20, 910 (1954); A. F. Gibson, Proc.

Phys. Soc. (London) B65, 378 (1952); M. A. Clark and R. J.
Cashman, Phys. Rev. 85, 1043 (1952); D. G. Avery, Proc. Phys.
Soc. (London) B67, 2 (1954).' D. E. Bode and H. Levinstein, Phys. Rev. 96, 259 (1954);
R. A. Smith, Physica 20, 910 (1954);J. ¹ Humphrey, Phys. Rev.
99, 625(A) (1955); E. S. Rittner and S. Fine, Phys. Rev. 9S, 545
(1955); R. L. Petritz, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II, 1, 177 (1956);
R. H. Harada and H. T. Minden, Phys. Rev. 102, 1258 (1956);
J. N. Humphrey and R. L. Petritz (submitted to Phys. Rev.).

I=jwd=MPe '&tsrqVwd/LNtkT, (4)

where z and d are the width and thickness of the film,
respectively )Fig. 1(a)].The macroscopic electric fiel,
conductivity, and resistance are defined as:

8= V/L,

o =j/h,
E=L/rrwd.

(~)

(6)

(7)
'0 E. W. Lothrup, Jr., thesis, Northwestern University, Kvans-

ton, Illinois, 1949 (unpublished); J. L. Levy, Phys. Rev. 92, 215
(1953);J. F. Woods in Photocondlctq'sty Conference (John Wiley
and Sons, New York, 1956), p. 636; Phys. Rev. 99,'658(A) (1955).
Also see Petritz, et al. , reference 3."R. F.Brebrick and W. W. Scanlon, Phys. Rev. 96, 598 (1954);
R. P. Chasmar, in Photocondlctioity Cozferemce (John Wiley an'd
Sons, New York, 1956), p. 463; R. L. Petritz and W. W. Scanlon,
Phys. Rev. 97, 1620 (1955); E. H. Putley, Proc. Phys. Soc.
(London) B68, 22 (1955).

"H. C. Torrey and C. A. Whitmer, Crystal Rectigers (McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1948), pp. 77-82.

quantities are to be considered as the average of many
crystallites.

The total resistivity of a barrier in series with a
crystallite is

P=Pb+Pc)

where the subscripts b and c mean barrier and crystal-
lite, respectively. A comparison of resistivity data in
films' "with that in crystals" of PbS shows that pp)&p, .
To develop an expression for the macroscopic conduc-
tivity we neglect p, compared to p& and write the
current-voltage relation of the barrier":

j~MPe oetkT(e—otsvstsT 1)

where j is the current density, q is the charge of an
electron, p is the mean density of majority carriers
(assumed to be holes) in the crystallites, p is the poten-
tial height of the barriers referred to the valence band
edge, k is Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute
temperature, AV~ is the voltage drop across the barrier,
and M is a parameter which is independent of @ but
depends on the specific nature of the barrier. For a
barrier of thickness of 5 to 20 A the shot theory should
apply, for which 3f= pvtpermai7 where &t;I,erma) is the mean
thermal velocity of the holes. Because of the many
barriers in the film the voltage drop across any one is
small compared to kT/q; thus

j =MPe «'s~qhV&/kT. (2)

Considering that there are X& crystallites in series,
AV& is related to the total voltage V across the film by

AVs= V/1Vt= V/tstL, (3)
where ej is the number of crystallites per cm of length
of film and L is the length of the film in the direction
of current fiow [Ftg. 1(a)7. For crystallites 10 ' cm on
a side, e&—10 cm ' since the space occupied by inter-
crystalline barriers is negligible. Using Eqs. (2) and (3),
we have for the total current:
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or as

o.= qPtt*, where tt*= tie «'sr (9)

o.=qp*tt, where p*=pe «ter. (10)

In Eq. (9) one implies that all of the holes in the
crystallite take part in the conduction process but with
a reduced mobility tt". In Eq. (10) one implies that only

p"/p of the crystallite carriers take part in the conduc-
tion process, but with the mobility tt. We use Eq. (9)
since the macroscopic Hall coefFicient, R~, gives the
total carrier density in the crystallites. This is because
the crystallites are of much lower resistivity than the
intercrystalline barriers. "Thus

snlqP.

Defining the Hall mobility as

Pa =~ao', (12)

and substituting Eq. (9) for o and Eq. (11) for R&, we

have:
p~= ~sap (13)

Therefore, the Hall mobility is a direct measure of p,
*

and includes the eBects of barriers.
The macroscopic parameters are useful because they

are directly measurable. However, they imply that the
electric field is V/I. and that it is uniform over the
entire film. Actually, the electric field is stronger in the
regions of the barriers and is reduced in the crystallites.
Conductivities and electric 6elds that apply locally to
the barriers and crystallites are developed in the
Appendix.

III. PHOTOCONDUCTIVE RESPONSE TO
RM)IATION

A. Derivation

The change in conductivity that occurs when radia-
tion falls on a film can result from a change in the
density of carriers and from a change in the effective
mobility. From Eq. (9) we have for small changes,

ho = qtt*d, p+qpAtt*, (14)
where

Att" = tie «t s~qAP/7eT— —

Since light is absorbed by a main-band transition, the
primary photoeffect in PbS is a change in the number
of hole-electron pairs in the crystallites. Any increase
in mobility resulting from barrier modulation is thus a
"G. R. Wait, Phys. Rev. 19, 615 (1922);J. Vogler, Phys. Rev.

79, 1023 (1950).

Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (6), we find

a=ape «tsr
where

tt =M/teil T.

The term e ~&)'~ in 0 provides the essential charac-
terization of a barrier. One can write Eq. (8) either as

secondary process. However, the latter's infIuence on the
change in conductivity could overshadow that of the
primary effect. A possible mechanism of barrier modu-
lation is trapping of minority carriers in the region of
the barrier.

We define a parameter 8 to characterize the relative
eGect of barrier modulation on the conductivity as
compared to the change in density of carriers:

&= (~~*/t *)/(~p/p).

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (14), we have

Acr= qtt*(1+8)ap.

(16)

8=0 means no barrier modulation, while B))0 means
that the change in conductivity is mainly a result of
barrier modulation. In the small-signal range of photo-
conductivity, 8 should be independent of the amplitude
of the signal.

In writing Eq. (14) we have implicitly assumed that
the total change in majority carriers in each crystallite
contributes to the change in conductivity. This is true
if the dift'usion length of minority carriers, L„, is large
compared to the crystallite size. Using mobility data
from PbS crystals" one can show that L„~&d for
minority carrier lifetimes as short as 10 'sec and
d= 1 micron.

The majority carrier lifetime is assumed to be equal
to the photoconductive response time. Thus we write
as the equation of the primary photoresponse,

dt

g,= (1—r) (1 e")/(1 re ~")(~1, — (20)—
where n is the absorption coeKcient at the wavelength
of the signal, and r is the refIection coefBcient of the
film. We call q, the quantum e%ciency.

Rittner' has shown that the carriers can be assumed
to be produced uniformly throughout the crystallites
as described by Eqs. (18) and (19) so long as the
diffusion distance of minority carriers is large compared
to the crystallite size. This condition was discussed
above. Then effects of the surface on the lifetime are
incorporated into 7- as

1/ =(1/ )+(1/ .), (21)
"T.S. Moss in Photoconductteety Conference (John Wiley and

Sons, Inc., New York, 1956), p. 427,

(19)

Ap is the increase in majority carrier density over the
mean value, v is the majority carrier lifetime, g is the
rate of absorption of the incident photons, J is the
incident signal flux (watts/cm') and hv, is the energy
per photon. p, is the probability that an incident photon
will be absorbed, producing a hole-electron pair. Moss
has shown" that
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where v ~ and ~, are the bulk and surface lifetimes re-
spectively. r, can be expressed in terms of the surface
recombination velocity s, by

r, = tJ/2s (22)

Aa = (1+B)qp"gr(1 e't—'). (24)

The corresponding response to a radiation signal
chopped at an angular frequency or is

htr= (1+B)qpegr/$1+ (ter)s$'. (25)

B. Normalization of Photoresponse

In order to compare one film with another, it is
useful to normalize the response. Mundie'5 has sug-
gested the form Ao/4o J' and has called this the specilc
sensitivity. We shall use this definition but prefer to
call it the speci6c responsivity, since the use of sensi-
tivity has been largely restricted to signal-to-noise
concepts. We therefore de6ne

8,=ho/4o. J (specific responsivity). (26)

A convenient method of measuring E, is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The signal voltage, V„across the load re-
sistance, E~, is a measure of E, according to the
equation

~ V, q ~(R+E&)'q

EV,.J) & 4ZZ. &
(27)

where V&„ is the battery voltage.
This definition normalizes the response to unit

biasing voltage and unit incident radiation Qux. Equa-
tion (27) shows that R, is a measure of the effectiveness
by which a detector converts radiation Qux to signal
voltage.

Substituting Eqs. (9), (19), and (25) into Eq. (26)
we find a theoretical expression for R„

(1+B)rt,r
E,= (28)

4ptghv, L1+ ((or)']1

We now call attention to another definition that has
been used to characterize the signal response. This is
the electrical signal current produced per current of
incident photons, ' sometimes called an apparent
quantum efficiency, p*. One finds for this model:

AIelectron current Sit rrw4/q = (I+B)rt.—,
+fphoton current JwL/kve 7 g

rt =L/Its*.

(29)

ts L. G. Mundie (private communication).
te A. Rose, RCA Review 12, 362 (1951); Phys. Rev. 97, 322

(1955);and Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 43, 1850 (1955).

Considering the radiation to be turned on at time
t=0, we ftnd the transient response from Eq. (18):

Ap= gr(1 e ")——

Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (17), we have

r~ is the macroscopic transit time of a hole across the
61m. q~ can be greater than one if large barrier ampli-
fication is present or if r is greater than r~. The latter is
possible in a photoconductor where charge can Qow
in and out at the contacts, as is the case in infrared
detectors.

We prefer the specific responsivity LEq. (28)j for
characterizing the signal response rather than
[Eq. (29)j because the latter definition involves the
applied electric field and therefore is not a specific
function of the detector. We shall restrict the term
quantum eKciency to the definition in Eq. (20).

In summary, we have the specific responsivity given
by Eq. (28) and see that to study this our measure-
ments should include ways of finding B, rt„r, and ptg.
In particular, it is necessary to separate (1+B) and
g, in order to determine if barrier modulation is
occurring.

IV. PHOTOCONDUCTOR NOISE

Noise mechanisms in a semiconductor type photo-
detector can be grouped into two general classes:
electronic and modulation noise. ' " The electronic
noise includes all Quctuations inherent in the electronic
system of a semiconductor. Modulation noise includes
Quctuations in quantities which exert a control over
the average current. Most theories of 1/f noise are of
the latter variety, "' although some recent theories"
have attempted to explain it as an electronic noise.

A. Electronic Noise

The kinetic mechanism of the noise associated
directly with the barriers depends on the speci6c model
of barrier, but in general can be described as a Quctua-
tion in the rate at which carriers cross the barrier. This
leads to the Nyquist" and shot noise discussed below.

A second source of noise results from Quctuations in
the number of holes in the crystallites. This causes a
Quctuation in the conductivity as can be seen from
Eq. (17). Since radiation is detected by measuring a
change in conductivity, this noise sets a fundamental
limit to the sensitivity of the detector.

The relation of Quctuations in the number of holes"

tt R. L. Petritz, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 40, 1440 (1952).
~8 K. M. Van Vliet and J. Blok, Physica 22, 231 (1956).
"G. G. Macfarlane, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) B63, 80'7

(1950);J. M. Richardson, Bell System Tech. J. 29, 117 (1950);
A. van der Ziel, Physics 16, 359 (1950);R. L. Petritz, Phys. Rev.
87, 189(A) and 535 (1952);R. L. Petritz in Semiconductor Surface
I'hysics, 19S6 (Vniversity of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia,
to be published). Also see references given in references 17 and 20.

se A. van der Ziel, Poise (Prentice-Hall Inc. , New York, 1955).
st A. L. McWhorter, Phys. Rev. 98, 1191(A) (1955); also

thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1955 (unpublished)
and Semiconductor Surface Physics, 1956 (University of Penn-
sylvania Press, Philadelphia, to be published); S. R. Morrison,
Phys. Rev. 99, 1655(A) and 1704 (1955).

t' H. Nyquist, Phys. Rev. 32, 110 (1928).
s' B. L Davydov and G. Gurevich, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 7, 138

(1943). J. H. Gisolf, Physica 15, 825 (1949); R. L. Petritz, in
Summary of Doctorttf I'@see (Northwestern University Press,
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G(I') =2q(Ib+2I, ) =4qI, +2qIb
= (4kT/Rb)+2qIb,

where, from Eq. (1),

I,=I,(e"vbi»-1)

I,=w be pe ei", -
1/Rb= BIb/M Vb~ avb=o. rb=o= I.qlkT,

(30)

and A ~ is the area of a single barrier.
At zero bias this reduces to the usual Nyquist

formula,
G(P) =4kT/Rb.

When the voltage drop across individual barriers is
finite but small compared to kT/q, Eq. (30) can be
written to first order in qhV b/kT as

G(I')= (4kTlR )(1+,'qd, V lkT), —

Ib I,qhV b/kT. ——

Therefore in the ohmic region, qhV b/kT&(1, the
Nyquist equation is a good approximation for each
barrier.

At large forward or reverse bias Eq. (30) reduces to

G(P) =2qIb.

This is the shot-noise formula, which is to be expected
since the kinetic basis is the random passage of elec-
trons across the barrier.

The only other type of barrier whose noise charac-
teristics have been studied in detail is the p rb junc--
Evaston, Illinois, 1950); H. Muser, Z. Physik 129, 504 (1951).
For additional references see references 17 and 20.

24W. B. Lewis, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 59, 34 (1947)'; R.
Clark Jones, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 37, 879 (1947);P. Fellgett, J. Opt.
Soc. Am. 39, 970 (1949); T. S. Moss, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 40, 603
(1950). For an extensive list of references on this subject see R.
Clark Jones, in Advances in Electronics (Academic Press, New
York, 1953), Vol. V, p. 2.

25 R. L. Petritz in I'hotoconductivity Conference (John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. , New York, 1956), p. 49.

26 V. F. Weisskopf, jNational Defense Research Committee
Report NDRC 14-133,May. 15, 1943 (unpublished). See Chap. 6
of reference 12 for an outline of Weisskopf's paper,

to Quctuations in the rate at which photons are in-
cident on the detector'4 was recently clarified for the
intrinsic model of a semiconductor. "It was shown that
the Quctuations in the number of holes and electrons
are in part caused by Quctuations in the rate of ab-
sorption and emission of background radiation, and
in part by absorption and emission of lattice phonons.
Following the terminology of Van Vliet and Bl,ok,"we
call this generation-recombination noise.

l. Nyqlist md Shot Noise

If the barriers are thin compared to a mean-free-

path in the crystallites, the shot theory of barriers
will apply. "Weisskopf has examined the noise of such
a barrier and finds for the spectrum of the short-
circuit noise current generator, "

tion. '7" Its short-circuit noise current generator is
described by an equation similar to Eq. (30); it is
linear in the current and reduces to the Nyquist value
when AVb&kT/q.

To derive the expression for the total noise due to
barriers, we first add the current generators in parallel,
considering that there are approximately

barriers in parallel all with the voltage, EVE, across
them. Then, from Eq. (30) and assuming qhVb/kT&1,
we have

G(I', pa«llel) =lVsL(4kT/Rb) (1+q~Ub/2kT)].

To add the noise of barriers which are in series in the
direction of the length of the film, we convert this to a
voltage generator,

G(Vs parallel) =G(P parallel) (Rb/Xs)s

where Rb/cVs is the resistance of Xs barriers in parallel.
Then, adding N~=e~L of these voltage generators in
series, we have

G(V') =XiG(Is) (Rb/Xs)s
R4kT(1+.qhUb/2kT),

where R=IViRb/Ns is the macroscopic resistance de-
fined in Eq. (7). The macroscopic short-circuit current
generator then is,

G(I )= (4kT/R) (1yqIj. v b/2kT),
= (4kT/R)+ (2qIe, /rsiI. ), (31)

where we have used Eqs. (3) and (4). Equation (31)
shows that the contribution of the barriers is in first
approximation a Nyquist term; and in second approxi-
mation includes a term of order qhVb/kT, linear in the
bias current, Id„and called a shot component; it
neglects terms of order (qhVb/kT)'.

In addition to these barrier contributions, the usual
Nyquist noise occurs in each crystallite resistance. Its
kinetic basis is Quctuations in the velocities of majority
carriers. It remains independent of current throughout
the ohmic range of current in the crystallites. The
Nyquist noise of the crystallites is in e6ect incorporated
into Eq. (31) if R is interpreted to include crystallite as
well as barrier resistance.

Z. Geeeratioe-Eecombieatioe Noise

(a) Derioafiors. —Extension of the theory of genera-
tion-recombination noise to a 61m with barriers will

only be sketched here, since the procedure is quite
similar to that of Appendix A of reference 25.

We use Eq. (18) to describe the response of hp to
Quctuations in the generation-recombination rates and
Eq. (17) to describe the corresponding fluctuations in

'7 R. L. Petritz, Phys. Rev. 91, 231(A) and 204 (1953);A. van
der Ziel, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 43, 1639 (1955).
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It is useful to express the noise in terms of back-
ground radiation and lattice vibrations, and also
directly in terms of characteristic semiconductor param-
eters. A first step for doing this is to use the condition
of dynamic equilibrium,

F,+Fi R„+Ri, —— (36)

which allows us to express Kq. (35) entirely in terms of
generation rates or recombination rates.

(b) Expression of the generation recombina-tion noisein
terms of backgrolnd radiation and lattice vibrations. —F,
can be expressed in terms of the background radiation
incident on the detector by

', cA)~ rt(v)ngv, -
0

(37)

(3g)

where it(v) is the quantum e%ciency at a spectral
frequency v, [Eq. (20)$, n, (v) is the mean density of
photons in the background radiation Geld per dp, and
T„ is the temperature of the background radiation

conductivity. In the language of the theory of random
processes, we are using the Langevin formulism, but we
do not assume anything concerning the spectra of the
random forces. Defining E=A pd as the instantaneous
total number of holes in the detector, we have

daN/dt+alV/r=F, (t) R,—(t)+Fi(t) Ri—(t), (32)

where F„(t) is the instantaneous rate of generation of
holes by absorption of radiation, R„(t) is the instan-
taneous rate of recombination with emission of radia-
tion, Fi(t) and Ri(t) are the corresponding rates of
generation and recombination by lattice processes.
These are the random forces of the theory.

The spectrum of S is found following the procedure
of Eqs. (A-17) to (A-22) in reference 25. One finds

G(61P) =2r'(F„+Fi+R,+Ri)/[1+ (cur)'$. (33)

In the derivation we will use bars to denote mean rates
for the quantities which appear explicitly as both in-
stantaneous and mean values. In the final expressions
[Eq. (51) and beyond7 it will be possible to drop the
bars, reverting to the notation of Sec. II. From Kq. (17)
the spectrum of the conductivity fluctuations is related .
to Eq. (33) by

G (Qo 2) [bio (1+ B)$2G (QQ2)/ (Q d)2 (34)

When a dc current is Rowing the conductivity Quctua-
tions give rise to a noise current. With the aid of
Eqs. (4)—(9), (33), and (34) the spectrum of the short-
circuit noise current generator is:

Ie,2(1+B)22r2(F„+Fi+R„+Ri)
G(I2) = . (35)

~'(Pd)'[1+ (~r)'1

field. q(v) goes to zero for wavelengths longer than
X;=bc/E;, where E, is the intrinsic energy gap of the
semiconductor. Thus E„can be expressed as

(39)
where

C

J„=— ' n„(v)d v photons/cm'-sec. (40)
4 ~E;P

J„is the mean background photon Aux incident on the
detector with energy )~E;. it„ is defined by Eqs. (37),
(39), and (40). An approximation to rt„ is the value of
the quantum eKciency in the region of maximum
photoconductive response.

An approximate expression for J„obtained from
Eq. (40) by neglecting —1 in the denominator of
n, (v), is

B (T )e z;Iir, —

where

(kT,q'- t'E; q' 2E;
B.(T.) =2~c] I I I + +2 (41)

& hc ) EkT,) kT„

The mean lattice generation rate E~ can also be
expressed formally as an integral similar to Eq. (37),
with e, replaced by e&, the density of lattice phonons.
Lacking detailed information on the lattice vibrational
spectrum, we write

Ji=Bi(Ti)e E"~r& phonons/cm'-sec,

F)——g)J)A,

where T~ is the temperature of the lattice and q~ is a
quantum efficiency for absorption of phonons.

Substituting Eqs. (39) and (42) into Eq. (35) and
using Kq. (36) we write the noise in terms of background
radiation and lattice vibrations,

Ig,'(1+8)'4r'(g, J„+q,Ji)
G(I') =

a (pd)'[1+ (~r)'j (43)

This equation can be used to discuss the eGects of
cooling the background radiation and/or the lattice,
since J, and J& are functions of T„and T&, respectively,
[Eqs. (41) and (42)$.

When the detector exchanges radiation with several
objects at different temperatures, Eq. (37) will have
one term for each object with the appropriate solid
angles as weighting terms (Lewis'4). As a result Eq. (43)
will have a flux component from each object.

(c) Expression of generation recombina-tion noise in
terms of parameters of the photocondmctor This can be.—
done with the aid of detailed balance and time constant
realtions. For this model the mean rate of hole-electron
recombination by emission of a photon is related to the
radiative lifetime, 7„, by

R,=E/r, . (44)

Similarly, for recombination through phonon emission
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we have
Ri N——/ri,

and the corresponding noise resulting from lattice
(44b) processes as

where v~ is the lattice lifetime. The total rate of recom-
bination defines the majority carrier lifetime, 7, by

E?,+B&=N/r,

N (G-R)=-:(1+B)(/pd)(~ J)'/[1+( )']'. (55)

where
(46)1/r = (1/r„)+ (1/ri).

N„(G-R) is the noise limit set by the fluctuations in the
(45) absorption and emission of background radiation and

establishes the ultimate limit of sensitivity. "'~

Substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (36), we have

I',+Il i N/r. —— (47)

Using Eqs. (39) and (42), we can express this on a
unit sensitive area basis,

rt,J„+rt(J(=pd/r.

Substituting Eq. (48) into Eq. (43), we find

Id 24r(1+B)2
G(I') =

Apd[1+ (cor)si

(48)

(49)

This equation contains only parameters of the photo-
conductor.

Equations (49) and (43) together with Eq. (48)
allow for a complete discussion of the limiting noise-

of the photoconductive detector under conditions of
nonthermal equilibrium as well as thermal equilibrium.
Equation (48) assumes only the condition of dynamic
equilibrium, and does not assume thermal equilibrium.
At thermal equilibrium we have in addition to Eq. (48),

stj,=pd/r„
st(J )

——pd/ri,
(50)

which are the conditions of detailed balance for the
radiative and lattice processes, respectively.

(d) Norortalizatioss. As suggested —by Mundie, "it is

useful to express the noise in a normalized manner to
eliminate the dc bias current, the cell area, and the
bandwidth. %e define the specific generation-recom-
bination noise as

N, (G-R) = [G(Is)A jl/4Is„ (51)

which divers from that of Mundie in that a 1/f spec-
trum is not assumed for the noise. Substituting Eqs.
(49) and (43) into (51) and dropping the bars for
denoting averages, we find, respectively,

N. (G-R) = s (1+B)(r/pd)'*/[1+ (~r)')', (52)

B. Modulation Noise

Experiment shows that there is a component of
noise characterized by a 1/f spectrum. Its physical
origin is not completely understood but recent experi-
ments" indicate that the surface is an important source
of this noise. Theories of 1/f noise will be found in
references 19, 20, and 21. Since the photodetector shows
an exponential time response with a single time constant,
the theory"" of irreversible processes indicates that
1/f noise is not fundamental to the detection process.
Thus one can hope to minimize it by improved manu-
facturing techniques.

The spectrum of the 1/f noise can be empirically
characterized by the short-circuit noise current
generator,

G(I') =CI, s/fAd,

where C is found by experiment. The specific 1/f noise
is defined analogously to Eq. (51):

N, (1/f) =[G(Is)A j*'/4Io, = ,'(C/fd) '*. -(57)-

C. Total Photoconductor Noise

From Eqs. (31), (49), and (56) we have for the
spectrum of the total short-circuit noise current
generator of a photodetector

G(I') = (4&T/R)+Gp, s(G-R, 1/f, shot)], (58)

4rIg, '(1+B)'
GP.'(G-R, 1/f, shot)$=

A pd[1+ (~r)'j

CIdc 2gIgc
+ + . (59)

fAd osI.

Under normal biasing conditions the first term in
Eq. (58) is negligible compared to the second and the
shot term is also negligible in Eq. (59).It is then useful
to define the total specific noise of the detector ana-
logously to Eq. (51):

N, (G-R) = ', (1+B)(r/pd)(rt J„-+rt(Ji)'/
X[1+(~r)')-'. (53)

N,s=GP s(G-R, 1/f)jA/16Io, s

=N s(G R)+N s(1/f), - (60)
Equation (53) can be written as N,s(G-R) =N, „'-(G-R)

+N, P(G-R), so we can identify the specific noise
caused by Quctuations in the rate of radiative proc-
ce

where N, (G-R) and N, (1/f) are given by Eqs. (52)
[or (53)) and (57), respectively.

sses as 2 H. B. G. Casimir, Revs. Modern Phys. 17, 343 (1945); S. R.
de Groot, Thermodynamics of Irreserseble Processes (Interscience

NeriG R= s 1 B r Pd -rt r s/ 1 (cor J', 54 Pnbiisbers, Inc. , New York, 1951),pp. Q—1g.
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V. LIMIT OF SENSITIVITY

The limit of sensitivity of a photoconductor is
defined as the radiation signal power necessary to
produce a signal-to-noise ratio equal to unity. The
specific sensitivity, S„removes the area and band-
width dependence from the definition:

S,= J(A/hf)**V /V, (62)

S, is the noise-equivalent-power of a cell of 1cm'
sensitive area when a band width of 1 cps is used. S, is
closely related to Jones' 8 which is defined" as

8=J(fpA/Df)fV„/V„ (63)

where fp is the center frequency at which the noise is
measured. The fp factor was introduced by Jones to
account for the 1/f noise spectrum commonly observed
at that time. However, detectors are now available"
in which 1/f noise is less important than generation-
recombination noise and the insertion of fp into the
equation has significance only for 1/f noise. We there-
fore shall use Eq. (62) instead of Eq. (63) because it
does not assume any particular spectrum for the noise.

Substituting Eqs. (27) and (61) into Eq. (62) we find

S,=1V,/R, . (64)

When the noise is generation-recombination noise, we
have

We have defined the specific noise in terms of short™
circuit noise current generators because the noise
sources are in parallel. The definition of specific noise
in terms of a noise voltage, V„, appearing across a load
resistor Rr, in the circuit shown in Fig. 1(b) is

E,= V~(A/hf)*(R+Rz)'/4RRi Ve. . (61)

Circuit analysis shows that Eq. (60) and Eq. (61) are
equivalent.

AR/R8= 1~

DRIr/Rrr
(69)

The quantum efFiciency, p„can be estimated from Kq.
(20) using known values of n and r. Therefore theoretical
values of 'E„N„and S, can be predicted by using
measured values of pd, r, 8, and r), in Eqs. (28), (52),
and (66). Thus the theory can be checked by comparing
theoretical with experimental values of R„1V,( G- R),

and S,(G-R). Such measurements have been made and
will be reported in forthcoming papers. Theory and
experiment are found to be in good agreement.

APPENDIX. MICROSCOPIC CONDUCTIVITIES AND
ELECTRIC FIELDS

(a) Parameters of the Barriers

A barrier conductivity o b can be defined from Eq. (2)
by writing

j (3I=/hT)Pe Pe~'rqBplp,

ha= hVs/ls=j/oh,
(A-1)

where Bb is the electric field across the barrier and lb is
the width of the barrier LFig. 1(a)].Then using Eqs.
(3), (5), and (8):

~p= (3f/hT)Pe '&' qlp=nilpa, (A-2).

VI. CONCLUSION

The above theory relates the specific responsivity,
Eq. (28), the specific generation-recombination noise
LEqs. (52) and (53)], and the specilc sensitivity LEqs.
(66), (67)) to basic semiconductor parameters and to
radiation and lattice Quxes. The semiconductor param-
eters, pd, r, and 8, can be measured directly: pd by
the Hall-coefficient LEq. (11)], r by the transient re-
sponse to a square wave LEq. (24)], and J3 by measuring
the fractional change in resistance hR/R and Hall-
coeKcient, d Rrr/Rrr, under illumination,

S.(G-R) =E,(G-R)/R, . (65) h p = h/oil p
= ho/o p. (A-3)

S,(G R) =2hv, (Pd/r)&/-rf„

S,(G R) =2hv, (q,J„+rliJi)&/r-l, . (67)

Substituting Eqs. (28), (52), and (53) into this, we
find as theoretical expressions:

To show that Sb is normally higher than 8, and o.b

lower than o., we put some representative numbers in
Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3). For e& ——10'/cm and lp= 10 r cm,
we obtain Sb= 10'h and o-b = 10 'o..

(b) Parameters of the Crystallites
As pointed out in reference 25, barrier amplification
does not affect S,(G-R) because both signal and noise
are amplified.

The ultimate limit of sensitivity is set by Quctua-
tions in radiative processes'4" and is obtained when
rliJi((rf, J, in Eq. (67):

The voltage drop across a crystallite is

DV, =j l,/a„
where the conductivity of a crystallite is

&c=qplic,

(A-4)

S„(G-R)=2hv, (rl J',)&/r), . (68)

ss R. Clark Jones, Rev. Sci. Instr. 24, 1035 (1953).
I' F. L. Lurnmis and R. L. Petritz, Phys. Rev. 86, 660(A)

(1952); B.Wolfe, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, 60 (1956).

and we assume the current density in the crystallites
to be the same as in the barriers. p,, is the mobility of
carriers in the crystallites and should be somewhat
less than that in single crystals because of surface
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scattering. The electric 6eld in the crystallites is

S,=A V,/l, = j/o, (A-6)

Substituting Eqs. (6), (9), and (A-5) in Eq. (A-6) we
obtain

8,= ho./o. ,= hp*/p, . (A-7)

h, will normally be less than 8 because p* is less than
p,„as shown by comparing the Hall mobility of 6lms"
with that of single crystals. "At room temperature in
PbS, la*=5 while p —400 cm'/volt-sec.

From the above and the results of Sec. II we see
that a precise characterization of a 61m involves three
conductivities, mobilities, and electric 6eMs. The macro-

scopic de6nitions are most useful for this paper, but
when microscopic properties are discussed care must
be taken to insure that the correct electric 6eld is used.

It is also possible that the current density in the
barriers is greater than in the crystallites, as when the
effective cross-sectional area of a barrier, Ab, is small
compared to that of the adjacent crystallites. We do
not attempt to discuss this eGect quantitatively here.
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Effect of Monolayer Adsorption on the Ejection of Electrons from Metals by Ions
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Electron ejection from metals by ions is shown in this work to be a surface-sensitive phenomenon which
is profoundly aRected by the adsorption of a monolayer of foreign gas on an atomically clean metal surface.
Monolayer adsorption is shown to decrease the total electron yield, p;, primarily at the expense of the faster
electrons ejected from the metal. Measurements of y; show it to decrease steadily as the monolayer forms
and to level oR at a value characteristic of the covered surface when the monolayer is completed. Measure-
ments have been made for the adsorption of N2, H2, and CO on tungsten. Electron ejection by all the
singly-charged ions of the noble gases has been studied. It was possible to clean the tungsten surface in the
presence of N2 and CO but not in H2. In H2 the tungsten surface, as judged from y; measurement, was found
to be covered with about 75% of a monolayer immediately upon cooling from 2000'K. It is shown that the
eRect of monolayer adsorption cannot possibly be simply the result of change in work function. There is also
evidence that electrons are ejected in non-Auger processes at higher ion energies when the surface is covered.

I. INTRODUCTION

S might be expected, the ejection of electrons from
metals by slowly moving positive ions is a surface-

sensitive phenomenon. For this reason one would like
to study it not only with atomically clean surfaces' ' but
also with surfaces having known amounts of known

gases adsorbed upon them.
If foreign atoms adsorbed on a metal surface change

the work function, the probability of escape of electrons
excited inside the metal is also changed. For secondary
emission by a beam of primary electrons this is the only
effect of surface coverage since the surface 61m has
negligible eGect upon the production of internal second-

ary electrons in the body of the metal. ' It seems clear
that one is not justi6ed in drawing any such conclusion
a priori for the Auger ejection of electrons by slowly
moving positive ions. Here the primary process of
excitation of the internal secondary electron takes place

' H. D. Hagstrum, Phys. Rev. 96, 325 (1954); 104, 317 (1956).
~ H. D. Hagstrum, Phys. Rev. 104, 672 (1956).' On this basis P. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. 95, 56 (1954),has success-

fully accounted for the observed rate of change of secondary
electron yield with work function.

with the ion just outside the metal surface and proceeds
with a probability which depends upon whether the
excited electron may escape from the metal or not. 4

Thus it is certainly possible that the interposition of a
layer of foreign atoms between the metal lattice and
the incoming ion will aGect not only the probability of
electron escape but also other aspects of the phenome-
non (Sec. VII). It is also possible that non-Auger
processes of electron ejection become important for
the gas-covered surface.

The results reported in this paper concern the eQ'ect

of adsorption of the common gases H2, N2, and CO on
the electron ejection from tungsten by singly-charged
ions of the noble gases. Experimental apparatus is
discussed in Sec. II and experimental conditions pre-
vailing when measurements were made are discussed in
Sec. III. It is shown that experimental conditions can
be established in which it is possible to produce a
monolayer of adsorbed gas of a high degree of purity.
The effects of the presence of this monolayer on the
total yield of electrons for incident ion (Sec. IV) and on

4 H. D. Hagstrum, Phys. Rev. 96, 336 (1954).


